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Slow-down in summer warming over Greenland in
the past decade linked to central Pacific El Niño
Shinji Matsumura 1✉, Koji Yamazaki 2 & Kazuyoshi Suzuki 3

Greenland warming and ice loss have slowed down since the early 2010s, in contrast to the

rest of the Arctic region. Both natural variability and anthropogenic forcing contribute to

recent Greenland warming by reducing cloud cover and surface albedo, yet most climate

models are unable to reasonably simulate the unforced natural variability. Here we show that

a simplified atmospheric circulation model successfully simulates an atmospheric tele-

connection from the tropics towards Greenland, which accounts for Greenland cooling

through an intensified cyclonic circulation. Synthesis from observational analysis and model

experiments indicate that over the last decade, more central Pacific El Niño events than

canonical El Niño events have generated the atmospheric teleconnection by shifting the

tropical rainfall zone poleward, which led to an intensified cyclonic circulation over Greenland.

The intensified cyclonic circulation further extends into the Arctic Ocean in observations,

whereas the model does not show a direct remote forcing from the tropics, implying the

contribution of an indirect atmospheric forcing. We conclude that the frequent occurrence of

central Pacific El Niño events has played a key role in the slow-down of Greenland warming

and possibly Arctic sea-ice loss.
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Greenland warming is not just regional climate change. The
regional warming contributes to global sea-level rise
through ice sheet mass loss1. Recent Greenland warming

until 2012 was accelerated by an intensified anticyclone through
an atmospheric teleconnection from the tropical Pacific2. The
intensified anticyclone is associated with the negative phase of the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)3, which favours warmer con-
ditions over Greenland and enhances an increase of ice melt by
reducing cloud cover and surface albedo during summertime4,5.
However, the Greenland warming and ice loss have slowed down
over the last decade1,6–8, whereas Arctic warming has continued
except for around Greenland (Fig. 1a). This nonuniform Arctic
warming can be attributed to natural variability, rather than
anthropogenic forcing, although most climate models are unable
to reasonably simulate the unforced natural variability over
Greenland2,9. In fact, the recent slowdown of the ice loss is
suggested to be associated with the phase shift of the NAO10.

Atmospheric teleconnections connecting the tropics to the Arctic
are regarded as a major mechanism for the Arctic natural
variability2. Most previous studies focus on the impact of winter-
time teleconnection on Arctic climate change11–14. In general,
tropical ocean variability has a strong influence on higher-latitude
atmospheric circulation in winter, as the El Niño-Southern Oscil-
lation (ENSO), which is the leading forcing of extratropical climate
variability through generating large scale teleconnection, peaks in
boreal winter and is much weaker during boreal summer15.
Nevertheless, recent studies suggest that summer tropical sea sur-
face temperatures (SSTs) can affect Arctic sea ice through an
atmospheric teleconnection16–20, although most climate models are
unable to reasonably replicate the teleconnection. In summer,
however, the subtropical jet is weak and displaced northward, the

westerly ducts (i.e. regions of westerly winds over the equator) is
also displaced northwestward, and the easterly winds extend around
the equator21, which acts to inhibit remote forcing from the
tropics15,22. Therefore, it remains unclear how teleconnection
propagates from the tropics to the Arctic during summertime. The
purpose of the present study is to understand the mechanism of
recent slowdown in Greenland warming by focusing on summer-
time teleconnection from the tropics. Our study shows that the
teleconnection towards Greenland is robust due to the frequent
occurrence of central Pacific ENSO, and the observed relationship
of Arctic circulation to the central Pacific ENSO is likely to be
generated either through indirect forcings or feedbacks.

Results
Recent slow-down in summer warming over Greenland. We
first show Greenland temperature anomaly at 700 hPa (~3000 m)
in June–August (JJA) (Fig. 1b), which is regarded as an excellent
proxy for explaining ice melt variability23. Greenland warming
reaches a peak in 2012, producing new record melt of the
Greenland ice sheet, especially in the western coast7,24. However,
despite ongoing anthropogenic greenhouse-gas emission, Green-
land warming has abruptly slowed down since then (Fig. 1b) and
is not evident during the last two decades (Fig. 1a), although ice
loss in 2019 is comparable with 201225. This slowdown of
warming over the last decade is observed in surface air tem-
perature (SAT) at several stations along the west coast of
Greenland than its east coast6, including station Summit located
at 3200-m elevation in the centre of Greenland (Supplementary
Figure 1). Other reanalysis and reconstruction data also have
slight SAT cooling trends in the west side of Greenland over the

Fig. 1 Recent slow-down in summer warming over Greenland. a Longitudinal section of the linear trend of summertime surface air temperature (SAT)
averaged over the Arctic (poleward of 60°N) for 2000–2020. Greenland is roughly located at 20°–60°W. b Time series of 700-hPa temperature anomaly
over Greenland (60°–85°N, 20°–60°W) in JRA55 reanalysis (grey line) for 1958–2020 (anomaly is relative to a climatological mean) and in ECHAM
simulations forced by observed (red line) and 1880s (blue line) radiative forcings for 1979–2020 (anomaly is relative to 1979). (c) Time series of Arctic sea
ice extent (Million km2) in September. d As in (b), but for the Greenland Blocking Index (GBI). Thick lines in (b, c, and d) denote a smoothed seven-year
running mean. (e) 21-year running correlation between GBI and Greenland SAT. (f) 11-year running correlation between GBI and September Arctic sea-ice
extent (SIE). Dashed line denotes the 95% significant level. The correlation is plotted at year 11 (6) of the 21 (11)-year window.
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last decade (Supplementary Figure 2). Similar change to Green-
land ice loss, the 2012 summer also set new records low of Arctic
sea-ice extent (SIE) in September (Fig. 1c). However, no new
records have been set since then, although winter maxima have
reached record lows26. The pace of Arctic sea ice loss has also
slowed down over the last decade18,27 (Fig. 1c).

ECHAM5 atmospheric model simulation28 (see Methods)
forced with observed radiative forcing accurately reproduces the
observed Greenland warming trend from the early 1990s (Fig. 1b),
although recent slowdown of warming is absent. Interestingly, the
ECHAM5 simulation forced with 1880s radiative forcing also
reproduces the warming trend from the early 1990s. The
temperature change from 1979 to 2019 is 0.84 °C under the
observed forcing and is 0.38 °C under the 1880s forcing, indicating
that non-anthropogenic forcing (i.e. atmosphere–ocean natural
variability) accounts for about half of recent Greenland warming.

The relationship between Greenland temperature and atmo-
spheric circulation changes can be quantified by the Greenland
Blocking Index (GBI) (see Methods). A positive GBI linked to a
negative NAO represents stronger anticyclonic circulation over
Greenland6,9. Coincident with the temperature anomaly, GBI
reaches a peak in 2012 but tends to decrease with large
interannual variability afterwards (Fig. 1d), contributing to the
recent slowdown of warming. Both simulations also reasonably
capture the recent decreased GBI. GBI correlation with Greenland
SAT had been robust since the 1960s, but temporarily fell around
2000, and then has rapidly recovered and held robust afterwards
(Fig. 1e). GBI correlation with Arctic SIE has also similar changes
to that with Greenland SAT since 2000 (Fig. 1f). These results
suggest that summer Arctic atmospheric circulation has sig-
nificantly changed before and after 2000.

Decadal changes in atmospheric teleconnection. The Arctic
atmospheric circulation changes before and after 2000 are sup-
ported by an empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis (see
Methods). Figures 2a and b show regressed anomalies of eddy
component of 250-hPa geopotential height onto first and second
EOF modes over Pacific and Atlantic sectors for 1979–2020
(explaining 15.9% and 12.3% of the total variance, respectively). No
significant height anomaly over Greenland is identified in the EOF-
1, whereas in the EOF-2 strong negative anomaly is evident in
northeastern Canada and Greenland with a centre of action over the
Baffin Bay and the Labrador Sea. The EOF-2 pattern represents a
Pacific–North America (PNA)-like teleconnection29 combined with
a positive NAO2 or Pacific-Arctic teleconnection18, referred to as
the non-canonical PNA teleconnection. The first principal com-
ponent (PC) shows no pronounced trend (Fig. 2c), accounting for
the interannual variability of the EOF-1. In contrast, the PC-2
shows a low-frequency variability (Fig. 2d), which corresponds
closely to the inverted Greenland temperature and GBI variabilities
(Fig. 1b, d), indicating that the EOF-2 represents decadal variability.
The EOF-2 pattern with an upward trend over the last decade is
related to SAT cooling especially over northeastern Canada and
Greenland, North Atlantic SST cooling, and tropical Pacific SST
warming (Fig. 2f). The tropical Pacific SST warming pattern shows
not canonical eastern Pacific (EP) El Niño, but central Pacific (CP)
El Niño, which is characterised by the warmest SST anomalies in
the central Pacific30,31. To examine the relation with PCs, we use El
Niño Modoki index (EMI)32 as a representative of CP El Niño (see
Methods), whereas another index (Niño-4 SST) has also the eastern
equatorial Pacific SST warming (Supplementary Figure 3). In the
1980s, EMI correlation with PC-1 was higher than that with PC-2.
In the 1990s, however, the EMI correlation with PC-2 rapidly rose

Fig. 2 Major modes of summer tropospheric circulation over Pacific and Atlantic sectors. Regressed anomalies of eddy component of 250-hPa
geopotential height onto (a) first and (b) second empirical orthogonal function (EOF) modes, and (c), (d) corresponding principal components (PCs) for
1979–2020, respectively. Dotted contours in (a), (b) indicate the 95% significant level, and thick black lines in (c), (d) indicate 7-year running means. e 11-
year running correlations between El Niño Modoki index (EMI) and PC-1 (blue line) and between EMI and PC-2 (red line). Dashed line denotes the 95%
significant level. (f) Regressed anomalies of surface air temperature (SAT) over land or ice and sea surface temperature (SST) over open water onto PC-2.
Hatching denotes that the anomalies are not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
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and exceeded that with PC-1 and has held robust since around 2000
(Fig. 2e). In fact, CP El Niño events have occurred more frequently
than EP events since the late 1990s33–35, and the tropical SST
regression with PC-2 (Fig. 2f) well corresponds to CP El Niño
during the recent two decades compared to the earlier decades
(Supplementary Figure 3). These results indicate that the con-
tribution of CP El Niño to the EOF-2 pattern has strongly increased
since 2000, which is in good agreement with the changes in the
relation between Greenland SAT and GBI (Fig. 1e).

Role of central Pacific El Niño. To better understand the role of
CP El Niño in the non-canonical PNA teleconnection, we com-
pare the periods before and after 2000. Figures 3a and b show
regressed anomalies of detrended 250-hPa geopotential height
onto EMI for 1979–1999 and 2000–2020. The earlier decades
have no height anomaly over Greenland, resembling the EOF-1
pattern (Fig. 2a), which has a high correlation with EMI in the
1980s (Fig. 2e). In recent decades, wave train pattern propagates
from tropical Pacific towards Greenland, consistent with the
EOF-2 pattern (Fig. 2b). However, the negative anomaly over
Greenland further extends into the Arctic Ocean. In the case of a
negative EMI (i.e., CP La Niña), the wave propagation to the
Arctic Ocean well corresponds to an intensified anticyclonic
circulation trend since 197936. Overall, teleconnection from the
tropics to the Arctic is evident in the recent decades, whereas in
the earlier decades, seasonal circulation anomalies are absent in
the tropics but are strong over mid-high latitudes with larger
internal variability, which might reflect the impact of tele-
connection on shorter-term timescale37.

This EMI-related PNA teleconnection is associated with changes
in tropical Pacific SST variability. Canonical EP ENSO events

develop in the far eastern Pacific and extend westward during
summer, whereas CP ENSO events extend from the eastern
subtropics to the central Pacific30–32. Recent SST variability has the
largest decrease in the eastern equatorial Pacific, whereas in the
subtropical Pacific (i.e. warm pool; 10–20°N) the largest increase
occurs (Fig. 3c), supporting stronger CP ENSO than EP ENSO in
the recent decades33–35. Precipitation variability also has the largest
decrease in the eastern equatorial Pacific and significantly increases
at the north of the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) (Fig. 3d).
These changes to SST and precipitation variabilities are also
illustrated by comparing the frequency distributions over the
eastern subtropical Pacific (Fig. 3e, f). The recent decades (solid
line) show a shifted and wider distribution compared to the earlier
decades (dashed line), with more frequent or stronger ENSO
variability. The shift of the precipitation peak anomaly towards
right in the recent decades shows an increase of mean
precipitation, whereas mean SST change is much smaller,
indicating the importance of CP ENSO variability for the non-
canonical PNA teleconnection, such as amplitude and frequency,
rather than long-term trend (Supplementary Figure 4). Indeed,
EMI-regressed precipitation also increases with a peak at the
north of ITCZ in the recent decades, whereas in the earlier
decades there is the peak at the south (Fig. 3g and Supplementary
Figure 3), resembling the difference between CP and EP El Niños16.

Over the last decade, CP El Niño was dominant; SST warming
is most pronounced in the subtropical Pacific, with increased
precipitation at the north of ITCZ (Supplementary Figure 5).
When EMI-related component is removed through a simple
linear regression analysis, intensified cyclonic circulation and
SAT cooling over Greenland mostly disappear (Supplementary
Figures 2 and 5), suggesting a critical role of CP El Niño in recent
slowdown of Greenland warming.

Fig. 3 Decadal changes in central Pacific ENSO teleconnection. Regressed anomalies of detrended 250-hPa geopotential height onto EMI for
(a) 1979–1999 and (b) 2000–2020. Dotted contours indicate the 95% significant level. Standard deviation difference between the periods 2000–2020
and 1979–1999 for (c) SST and (d) precipitation. Probability density functions for (e) SST and (f) precipitation anomalies averaged over the eastern tropical
Pacific (black rectangle in c; 10°–15°N, 120°–160°W) for the periods 1979–1999 (dashed line) and 2000–2020 (solid line). (g) As in (f), but for meridional
section of regressed precipitation anomalies onto EMI. Black contours in d and g indicate mean precipitation (contour interval in (d) is 5 mm day−1).
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Simulated teleconnection from the tropics towards Greenland.
To establish the causal relation between CP El Niño and the non-
canonical PNA teleconnection, we diagnose atmospheric circu-
lation response to a tropical heating using a linear baroclinic
model (LBM) (see Methods). The LBM framework has the dis-
tinct advantage that it can isolate the tropical heating impact from
extratropical factors. When an idealised heating is centred at 5°N,
120°W, no significant wave train is produced in the upper tro-
posphere (Fig. 4a). When an idealised heating is centred at 15°N
under the same longitude, however, the LBM response clearly
shows wave-train pattern from tropical Pacific towards Greenland
with the positive phase of NAO-like response (Fig. 4b), which is
in good qualitative agreement with the EOF-2 (Fig. 2b) and EMI-
forced patterns (Fig. 3b). The former heating is located at the
south of ITCZ, whereas the latter one is at the north, reflecting
precipitation variability before and after 2000, respectively
(Fig. 3d, g).

To further ascertain which tropical Pacific region acts as the
driving source for the slowdown of Greenland warming and
negative circulation anomalies, we systematically examine to set
the heating at a 20° interval in longitude and a 5° interval in
latitude from the equator to 30°N. Figure 4c and d show 500-hPa
geopotential height and 700-hPa temperature responses over
Greenland (60°–85°N, 20°–60°W) to the heating whose centre is
located at each grid. Strong negative geopotential height
responses at 500 hPa over Greenland are identified only at the
north of ITCZ peak in the eastern subtropical Pacific (Fig. 4c),
roughly consistent with Greenland cooling responses at 700 hPa
(Fig. 4d). The sea areas with the pronounced negative height and
temperature responses well match those where precipitation

variability shows the largest increase in the recent decades
(Fig. 3d). The consistency between model and observed analyses
strongly support that the eastern subtropical Pacific is the heating
source to drive a Rossby wave to Greenland. In contrast, prior to
2000 when precipitation variability is more active along the south
of ITCZ (Fig. 3d), no teleconnection is produced (Fig. 4a).

As noted earlier, ENSO teleconnection is stronger in winter
than summer15. To examine seasonal evolution of Greenland
temperature response to a tropical heating, we perform the LBM
experiment under the monthly basic state from January to
December. Figure 4e and f show seasonal evolution of latitudinal
section for 700-hPa Greenland temperature response to a tropical
heating at 120°W, and for observed precipitation standard
deviation difference between the periods 1979–1999 and
2000–2020 averaged over 120°–160°W, respectively. Strong
Greenland cooling is identified along ITCZ in winter and spring,
when the eastern tropical Pacific has climatologically westerly
winds at the upper troposphere (no hatching in Fig. 4f). Thus,
Rossby waves can be generated in this region of westerly winds,
leading to Greenland cooling even if precipitation variability is
shifted poleward along ITCZ (Fig. 4f). In summer, however,
Rossby waves are generally unable to be generated from the
eastern tropical Pacific (e.g., Fig. 4a) due to easterly winds across
the equator to ITCZ (hatching in Fig. 4f). Nevertheless, more CP
events in the recent decades increase precipitation variability at
the north of ITCZ with westerly winds (Fig. 4f), which can
generate Rossby waves (Fig. 4b) and causes Greenland cooling
(Fig. 4d, e). These results suggest that ENSO teleconnections in
summer are sensitive to the latitude across ITCZ where atmo-
spheric deep convection is triggered.

Fig. 4 Simulated teleconnection towards Greenland in response to tropical heating. Response of summertime 250-hPa geopotential height to an
idealised heating centred at (a) 5°N, 120°W and (b) 15°N, 120°W (black circles, respectively) in the linear baroclinic model (LBM) experiments (Contours
for ±1, ±2, ±4, ±6, ±8, … m; red for positive, blue for negative). Spatial distribution of responses of (c) 500-hPa geopotential height and (d) 700-hPa
temperature over Greenland (60°–85°N, 20°–60°W) to a single heating whose centre is located at each grid. Response is plotted at the centre of the
heating location. (e) As in (d), but for latitude–time section in response to a heating at 120°W. (f) Latitude–time section of standard deviation difference
between the periods 2000–2020 and 1979–1999 for observed precipitation averaged over 120°–160°W. Black contours indicate observed mean
precipitation for 1979–2020 (contour interval is 5 mm day−1), and hatching in (f) indicates the regions with easterly at upper troposphere.
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In winter, the canonical PNA pattern is dominant over Pacific
and North American sectors29. Our LBM experiments in winter
reproduce the canonical PNA pattern from the central equatorial
Pacific, where rainfall increases during EP El Niño, coexisting
with the teleconnection from the eastern equatorial Pacific
towards Greenland (Supplementary Figure 6). Meanwhile, the
Arctic Oscillation acts as the leading forcing of Arctic climate
including Greenland38. The correlation between EMI and GBI for
2000–2020 in winter shows a positive value 0.23, but in summer
is −0.42 (r=−0.43 at p= 0.05), indicating that CP ENSO
teleconnection in summer has a stronger influence on Greenland
climate variability compared to winter.

Over the last decade, ECHAM5 model also captures the wave-
train from the tropical Pacific towards Greenland, where the
intensified cyclonic trend disappears when EMI-related compo-
nent is removed, although the cyclonic trend is shifted westward
over eastern Canada, associated with a westward shift of increased
tropical Pacific rainfall (Supplementary Figure 7). As a result,
recent slowdown of Greenland warming is underestimated in
ECHAM5 model compared to observations (Fig. 1b). Another
model is also unable to replicate the wintertime teleconnection
towards Greenland39. These modelling results suggest that better
improvement of tropical rainfall in global model may lead to
better behaviour in Arctic climate simulation. Our simple model
demonstrates that tropical precipitation variability plays a crucial
role in recent summer Greenland climate change.

Possible impact on recent slow-down in Arctic sea-ice loss.
During the last two decades, EMI-induced cyclonic anomalies
over Greenland are further extended into the Arctic Ocean

(Fig. 3b), which might affect Arctic sea ice16,18–20 through
downwelling longwave radiation and ice transport36. Before 2000,
sea ice reduction associated with a negative EMI (i.e., CP La Niña)
is confined to off the coast of Alaska16 (Fig. 5a). In the recent two
decades, however, the EMI-related sea ice reduction extends to
the central Arctic by favouring sea ice transport due to intensified
surface anticyclonic circulation (Fig. 5b), well capturing recent
Arctic sea-ice loss40. Although the sea-ice reduction has slowed
down over the last decade18,27 associated with intensified cyclonic
circulation (Fig. 5c), when EMI-related component is removed,
the intensified cyclonic circulation disappears and the sea ice
reduction appears to favour in off the coast of Alaska (Fig. 5d).
Interestingly, the timing of the abrupt slowdown of September sea
ice loss well corresponds to recent upward EMI trend since the
late 2000s (Fig. 5e), indicative of the contribution of recent CP El
Niño. The interannual correlation between EMI and September
SIE is 0.42 (r= 0.43 at p= 0.05) for 2000–2020 but for 1979–1999
is almost zero, supporting the nonstationary relationship between
the subtropical Pacific Ocean and Arctic sea ice20.

While the LBM reproduces the teleconnection towards
Greenland, the cyclonic wave amplification to the Arctic Ocean
is not found (Fig. 4b). Arctic cyclonic wave responses to tropical
heating are identified only at poleward of 25°N within the North
Pacific subtropical high, far away from ITCZ (Fig. 5f). Many
climate models including ECHAM5 model (Supplementary
Figure 7) are also unable to replicate the wave propagation to
the Arctic Ocean16,18–20. However, some ensemble members
capture well the wave amplification to the Arctic Ocean (see Fig.
10 of ref. 18), implying the contribution of atmospheric internal
variability. Our results therefore suggest that the wave propaga-
tion to the Arctic Ocean is not caused by a direct remote forcing

Fig. 5 Relation between recent slowdown in Arctic sea-ice loss and central Pacific ENSO. Regressed anomalies of detrended summertime sea-ice
concentration (SIC) (shaded; %) and 10-m wind (vectors; m s−1) onto EMI for (a) 1979–1999 and (b) 2000–2020. c As in (a) and (b), but for linear trends
for 2010–2020. d As in (c), but for after removing the EMI-related component. The polarity of EMI is reversed to focus on Arctic sea-ice loss. Dotted
contours indicate the 95% significant level, and red contours indicate mean SIC of 90%. (e) Running 11-year trends of EMI (red line) and September SIE
(blue line; Million km2/11-year). f As in Fig. 4c, but for Arctic response (70°–90°N, 180°–60°W).
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from the tropics, but rather may be amplified by an indirect
forcing associated with this teleconnection, such as the North
Atlantic SST anomalies41 (Fig. 2f) and storm tracks42.

Discussion
We have successfully simulated summertime teleconnection from
the tropics towards Greenland using a simplified atmospheric
circulation model. Contrary to the limitation of Rossby waves to
propagate poleward in summer, the frequent occurrence of CP El
Niño events generates Rossby wave towards Greenland by
increasing rainfall at the north of ITCZ with upper tropospheric
westerlies, resulting in recent slowdown of Greenland warming.
We conclude that CP ENSO teleconnection plays a key role in
recent summer Arctic climate change. Most coupled
atmosphere–ocean models underestimate recent Greenland
warming2,9 and faster Arctic sea ice decline after 200043,44,
lacking in the capability to simulate natural variability36, which
increases the uncertainties in future projections. Our results here
provide important implications for improving Arctic climate
simulation. Considering the results of ECHAM5 model forced
with observed SST, it seems that natural variability plays a more
dominant role in Greenland temperature variability rather than
anthropogenic forcing so far. However, it is unclear whether
recent frequent CP ENSO is part of natural variability or a con-
sequence of anthropogenic climate change30, as the CP-to-EP
ENSO intensity ratio is projected to increase under global
warming scenarios45. Recent Arctic climate change due to CP
ENSO teleconnection might also be a consequence of the inter-
action between natural variability and anthropogenic forcing12.
Better understanding of tropical and Arctic teleconnections
provides an improved understanding of Greenland warming
behaviour and Arctic sea-ice loss in a changing climate and may
help better improve future projections on the Arctic cryosphere.

Methods
Observational data and analyses. Atmospheric data are from the Japanese 55-
year reanalysis (JRA55)46. SST and sea-ice concentration data are obtained from
the Hadley Centre Global Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST)47.
Northern Hemisphere sea ice extent is acquired from the National Snow and Ice
Data Centre48. Precipitation data are from the Global Precipitation Climatology
Project (GPCP)49. Greenland surface air temperature data are from Danish
Meteorological Institute (DMI) synoptic stations50. Terrestrial surface air tem-
perature trend data are also from the Global Historical Climatology Network
version 2 and the Climate Anomaly Monitoring System (GHCN CAMS)51, and
from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA5
reanalysis52. Greenland Blocking Index (GBI) is defined as the area-weighted mean
500-hPa geopotential height field calculated over 60°–80°N, 20°–80°W6,9. As a
representative of CP El Niño, we use El Niño Modoki index (EMI)32, defined as the
difference between SST anomaly averaged over the central Pacific (10°S–10°N,
165°E–140°W) and SST anomaly averaged over the western (10°S–20°N,
125°–145°E) and eastern (15°S–5°N, 110°–70°W) Pacific.

This study focuses on June–August (JJA). To determine the major modes of
upper tropospheric circulation variations, we performed an empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) analysis of eddy component of 250-hPa geopotential height over
Pacific and Atlantic sector (0°–90°N, 140°E–20°W) for 1979–2020. Before the EOF
analysis, geopotential height anomaly data were weighted by the cosine of latitude
to ensure that equal areas were afforded equal weight in the analysis. To extract the
eddy component of the geopotential height anomaly, the zonal mean component
was removed, as EP ENSO leads to a zonally symmetric circulation in the tropics
and extratropics16,53. To examine interdecadal variations, we performed running
correlation after linear detrending. The significance test used in this study is a
standard two-tailed t-test with degrees of freedom based on number of years.

Ensemble simulations. We used the Facility for Weather and Climate Assess-
ments (FACTS)28, which is AMIP-type experiment data developed at the NOAA
Physical Sciences Laboratory (PSL). We have used a 50-member ensemble mean
with the ECHAM5 model for 1979–2019. Two experimental forcings are selected in
this study; (1) observed radiative forcing and SST, and (2) 1880s radiative forcing
and SST has been detrended and adjusted to 1880 equivalent mean conditions.

LBM experiments. Atmospheric response to a prescribed diabatic heating was
calculated by the LBM54 with a given climatological basic state and a thermal

forcing. A detailed description of the LBM is found in ref. 54. We here used a
spectral resolution of T42 with 20 vertical layers. The vertical maximum of the
idealised heating (1 K day–1) is placed at 500 hPa, and the half-width of the
horizontal heating pattern is 20° in longitude and 6° in latitude55. The basic state is
based on monthly climatology (averaged 1979–2010) from the National Centres for
Environmental Prediction–National Centre for Atmospheric Research
(NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis56. The experiments are as follows:

(1) An experiment was performed under a single heating whose centre is
located at a certain grid, such as 5°N, 120°W.

(2) We repeated the experiment (1) at a 20° interval in longitude and a 5°
interval in latitude from the equator to 30°N.

(3) We performed the experiment (2) under the monthly basic state from
January to December.

Although the response to the diabatic heating grows with time, the response
pattern does not change much after 10 days. The LBM responses in this study are
based on 30th day.

Data availability
All data used in this study are publicly available and can be downloaded from the
corresponding websites (the JRA55 reanalysis: https://jra.kishou.go.jp/JRA-55/
index_en.html; GPCP: https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.gpcp.html;
GHCN CAMS: https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.ghcncams.html; ERA5: https://
cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/home; HadISST: https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/
hadobs/hadisst/; Sea ice index: https://nsidc.org/data/seaice_index/; FACTS: http://
www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/repository/alias/facts/).

Code availability
The analysis codes are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
All graphics were produced using GrADS version 2.1.0 (http://cola.gmu.edu/grads/).
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